Energy Efficiency Based Control Strategy of a Three-Level Interleaved DC-DC Buck Converter Supplying a Proton Exchange Membrane Electrolyzer
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Abstract: To face the intensive use of natural gas and other fossil fuels to generate hydrogen, water electrolysis based on renewable energy sources (RES) seems to be a viable solution. Due to their fast response times, and high efficiency, proton exchange membrane electrolyzer (PEM EL) is the most suitable technology for long-term energy storage, combined with RES. Like fuel cells, the development of fit DC-DC converters is mandatory to interface the EL to the DC grid. Given that PEM EL operating voltages are quite low and to meet requirements in terms of output current ripples, new emerging interleaved DC-DC converter topologies seem to be the best candidates. In this work, a three-level interleaved DC-DC buck converter has been chosen to supply a PEM EL from a DC grid. Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to develop a suitable control strategy of this interleaved topology connected to a PEM EL emulator. To design the control strategy, investigations have been carried out on energy efficiency, hydrogen flow rate, and specific energy consumption. The obtained experimental results validate the performance of the converter in protecting the PEM EL during transient operations while guaranteeing correct specific energy consumption.
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1. Introduction

Currently, multi-source systems based on a DC configuration suffer from their use to low power applications because of the use of basic DC-DC converters (boost converter for fuel cells, and buck converter for electrolyzers (ELs)) [1–3]. These topologies present limited voltage conversion ability and are not fit for medium and high power applications [4]. Furthermore, they suffer from having high current ripples and low energy efficiency. Besides, due to the presence of a single power switch, they are not able to operate following a power switch failure [4]. Other step-down DC-DC converter topologies have been reported to interface DC grid and ELs. Indeed, isolated step-down DC-DC converters (e.g., half-bridge, full-bridge) are considered to be the most attractive candidates in terms of voltage conversion ratio, since a high-frequency transformer is usually used [4]. However, the reported topologies in the literature [5–14] only feature energy efficiency improvement because of the use of soft-switching techniques at the expense of the output current ripple, reliability, and power level issues for high-power multi-source systems. Hence, to intending to increase the power level of these multi-source systems, new emerging interleaved DC-DC converter topologies have much to offer.
Recently, several interleaved step-down DC-DC converters have been reported in the literature and are considered as possible candidates to interface DC bus grid and ELs [15]. Among those possible candidates, a three-level interleaved DC-DC buck converter has been selected to realize this work. Indeed, this topology presents several benefits compared to the other reported topologies from the voltage ratio, efficiency, current ripples, and availability (in case of power switch failures) point of view [16,17]. For this reason, based on its features, this topology is particularly suitable for high-power multi-source systems, including renewable energy sources and hydrogen technologies. Furthermore, among the three existing types of ELs, the study is particularly focused on proton exchange membrane (PEM) technologies because of its advantages over the alkaline technology from current density, energy efficiency, and dynamic operation (mandatory when coupling with renewable energy sources (RES) due to their intermittent features) point of view [18,19].

Compared to previous works reported in references [16,17] introducing the studied converter, the main objective of this work is to develop a suitable PI controller of the three-level interleaved DC-DC buck converter connected to a PEM EL emulator. This emulator is realized through an equivalent electrical circuit developed in a previous research work [20]; able to accurately replicate the dynamic operation of the EL. Since the developed controller is based on the PEM EL voltage, thorough investigations have been carried out on energy efficiency of the system, hydrogen flow rate, and specific energy consumption. This study aims at determining accurately the PEM EL voltage reference value. The obtained and reported experimental results allow validating the performance of the converter in protecting the PEM EL against additional stresses during transient operations while guaranteeing a correct energy efficiency of the system.

The paper is composed of four sections. After the Introduction providing the current state-of-the-art and the reasons to realize this work, the Section 2 is focused on the presentation of the three-level interleaved buck converter by emphasizing its benefits. Then, in Section 3, a thorough analysis of the energy efficiency of the system, hydrogen flow rate, and the specific energy consumption is reported. Moreover, the different steps of designing the control strategy are provided. Finally, the experimental test bench is described, and results are given to assess the performance of the developed control.

2. Presentation and Benefits of the Three-Level Interleaved DC-DC Buck Converter

As emphasized in previous works [21], the main drawback of current multi-source systems based on a DC configuration lies in using basic DC-DC converters (e.g., buck, boost converters) [22–24]. Indeed, basic DC-DC converters are set when the needed power increases or for requested higher step-down or step-up ratios. Hence, their use strongly limits the use of multi-source systems for low-power applications. Current PEM ELs available in the market need a low DC voltage to generate hydrogen (around 8 V or lower) [25]. As a result, step-down DC-DC converters are needed with a high conversion ratio ability since the met DC bus voltage in multi-source systems is a hundred volts [21]. Compared to step-up DC-DC converters needed for fuel cell systems [26,27], step-down DC-DC converters requested for PEM EL applications have received less attention from the scientific community. However, recent review works have introduced and emphasized some step-down DC-DC converters for possible interface with PEM ELs [4,15].

Based on the review reported in reference [15], it has been decided to investigate the three-level interleaved DC-DC buck converter as depicted in Figure 1 within the framework of this work. This converter consists in connecting in parallel the non-floating version (upper part) and the floating version (lower part) of the classic buck converter. As a result, the voltage conversion gain can be enhanced compared over the basic buck and interleaved topologies. Besides, at the input of the converter, the presence of two capacitors ($C_1, C_2$) allows obtaining voltage stress twice smaller at the terminal of the four power switches. Also, to achieve a zero-current transition (ZCT), two auxiliary inductors ($L_0/2$) have been added. Hence, energy efficiency can be enhanced by minimizing losses from the power switches and diodes [16,17]. In brief, the benefits of this topology are summarized below:
1. Enhanced overall converter efficiency due to the interleaved architecture and zero-current-transition (ZCT) feature.
2. A higher step-down conversion ratio needed for multi-source systems based on DC grid configuration.
3. Minimized output current ripples which allow enhancing performance of the EL.
4. Improved system availability following power switch failures and increase the converter power rating by paralleling phases.
5. Decreased both voltage and current ratings of power switches and diodes.
6. Reduced volume of passive components.

Based on the operation of the converter described in reference [17], a lossless resistance \( R_e \), depending on the switching inductor, period \( T_s \), and the parasitic resistance \( r \) of the switching inductor can be determined:

\[
R_e = \frac{2L}{T_s} \times \frac{(V_{el} - ri_{el})}{(V_{el} - r(i_{L1} - i_{L2}))}
\]  

(1)

This resistance differs from that determined in reference [17] since it takes into consideration the parasitic resistance of the switching inductor. The currents \( i_{L1} \) and \( i_{L2} \) flow through respectively the

In this work, the dynamic electrical model of a PEM EL (Figure 2) has been taken into consideration to determine the equivalent load resistance of the studied PEM EL.

**Figure 1.** Interleaved buck converter connected to a PEM EL.

**Figure 2.** Electric scheme of the PEM EL [20].
To determine the equivalent resistance of the investigated EL, this electrical scheme has been used. The equivalent resistance, \( R_{el} \), is equal to:

\[
R_{el} = \frac{V_{el} R_{tot}}{V_{el} - V_{int}}
\]  

(2)

where:

- \( R_{tot} \): sum of the resistance in the equivalent model, taking into consideration activation losses both at the anode and cathode and membrane losses. The total resistance value is equal to 0.441 \( \Omega \).
- \( V_{int} \): reversible voltage of the PEM EL, which is equal to 4.38 V.

It is important to point out that the parameters of this equivalent electrical model may change according to the operation of the EL. Indeed, as highlighted in reference [20], according to the input current range operation, the dynamic behavior is modified. The parameter \( V_{int} \) strongly depends on gas pressures and temperature as well; whereas the resistances of the model depend on the input current since the time constants change. However, the determined parameters in a previous work allow accurately modeling the behavior of the PEM EL for the studied current range [20].

In order to obtain the voltage ratio of the converter, the averaged PEM EL voltage has been determined based on the analysis reported in reference [17]:

\[
V_{el} = 2DV_{dc} - 2D i_{el} - R_{el} i_{el}
\]  

(3)

where \( D \) represents the duty cycle, \( V_{dc} \) the input voltage, and \( i_{el} \) is the current of the PEM EL.

Given that \( i_{el} = \frac{V_{el}}{R_{el}} \), the voltage ratio of this converter taking into consideration the parasitic resistance of the switching inductor is expressed by:

\[
M(D) = \frac{2D}{1 + \left( \frac{2D r + R_{el}}{R_{el}} \right)}
\]  

(4)

Based on this voltage ratio, the duty cycle is obtained by solving the following second-order expression:

\[
D^2\left( \frac{4V_{el} r}{V_{dc} R_{el}} \right) + D\left( \frac{2V_{el}(R_{el} + R_{e})}{V_{dc} R_{el}} \right) - 1 = 0
\]  

(5)

By using the Equation (2), an equivalent resistance of 1.63 \( \Omega \) can be found. In this work, the converter has to be able to operate for an input DC voltage between 75 V and 150 V, namely for a duty cycle included between 0.15 and 0.3. As a result, since the investigated PEM EL has a low equivalent resistor, the three-level interleaved buck converter fit the requirements in terms of a low conversion ratio.

3. Objective, Energy Efficiency Investigation and Design of Control Laws

3.1. Objective of the Control

To ensure good performance of the PEM EL in case of operating condition change (i.e., input voltage) and to guarantee a correct overall energy efficiency of the system, it has been decided to control the EL voltage. Indeed, through the voltage control, the current of the EL can be handled based on the voltage, power-current characteristic shown in Figure 3. The PEM EL under study is the NMH2 1000 from the HELIOCENTRIS Company (Berlin, Germany), which is composed of three electrolysis cells connected in series. The system specifications of the PEM EL are provided in Table 1.
Since it only takes into consideration the losses due to the gas diffusion [30]. By comparison, energy efficiency is higher than the energy efficiency (7), proposed in reference [20].

Faraday’s efficiency is a key parameter. From Equation (6) giving the hydrogen production rate, Faraday’s efficiency cannot be reached. Indeed, as highlighted in reference [28], for a constant temperature, a rise in current (i.e., a rise in hydrogen production) leads up to an increase in the stack voltage, drastically decreasing the energy efficiency of the EL. The main benefit in operating at rated current is to maximize the hydrogen flow rate at the expense of the efficiency. For this reason, given that this important issue has not been so far investigated in the literature, the PEM voltage control is designed so that a good energy efficiency of the system can be guaranteed.

### Table 1. Main features of the investigated electrolyzer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated electrical power</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack operating voltage range</td>
<td>7.5–8</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack current range</td>
<td>0–15</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery output pressure</td>
<td>0.1–10.5</td>
<td>bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cells number</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active area Section</td>
<td>50 cm$^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hydrogen flow rate at STP (Standard Temperature and Pressure, 20°C and 1 bar) 0.3 slpm

Figure 3. EL voltage, power vs current.

As it can be observed in Figure 3, when the PEM EL operates at a current value higher than 10 A (i.e., 0.2 A·cm$^{-2}$), the stack voltage drops. Indeed, since the PEM EL stack voltage has reached its maximum value, this phenomenon may be explained.

This section aims at determining accurately the PEM EL voltage reference value to control so that the energy efficiency of the whole system can be optimized. In general, when the EL operates at rated current, the optimal energy efficiency cannot be reached. Indeed, as highlighted in reference [28], for a constant temperature, a rise in current (i.e., a rise in hydrogen production) leads up to an increase in the stack voltage, drastically decreasing the energy efficiency of the EL. The main benefit in operating at rated current is to maximize the hydrogen flow rate at the expense of the efficiency. For this reason, given that this important issue has not been so far investigated in the literature, the PEM voltage control is designed so that a good energy efficiency of the system can be guaranteed.

### 3.2. Specific energy consumption and hydrogen flow rate investigation

Energy efficiency and produced hydrogen amount (mol·s$^{-1}$) strongly depend on the EL current and voltage [28]:

$$\dot{N}_H = \frac{\eta_F n_C I_{el}}{zF}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\eta_{el} = \frac{P_{H_2}}{P_{el}} = \frac{\Delta H_2 \cdot \dot{N}_H}{V_{el} I_{el}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

From Equation (6) giving the hydrogen production rate, Faraday’s efficiency is a key parameter. Indeed, it describes the ratio between the produced quantity of hydrogen (H$_2$) and the theoretical hydrogen quantity which could be generated taking into consideration the electrical energy at the input of the PEM EL [29]. Generally, the Faraday’s efficiency is higher than the energy efficiency (7), since it only takes into consideration the losses due to the gas diffusion [30]. By comparison, energy efficiency takes into account additional losses such as membrane losses and heat losses both in the
anode and cathode. These losses have been modeled as resistors in an equivalent electrical model proposed in reference [20].

In contrast to few papers and articles have been published in the literature regarding the investigation of Faraday’s efficiency [28,29,31–35], the Faraday’s efficiency is assumed to be equal to one in this work.

Voltage efficiency (8) has also been reported in the literature [28], and is the ratio of the thermoneutral voltage ($V_t$) to the cell voltage ($V_{cell}$):

$$\eta_v = \frac{V_t}{V_{cell}} \quad (8)$$

$$V_t = \frac{\Delta H_2}{zF} = 1.482 \text{ V} \quad (9)$$

Energy efficiency, Faraday’s efficiency, and voltage efficiency are linked by the following expression:

$$\eta_{el} = \eta_F \cdot \eta_v \quad (10)$$

Since the Faraday’s efficiency is considered equal to 1, energy efficiency and voltage efficiency are equal. Besides, based on Equations (6) and (7), energy efficiency can also be expressed according to the Faraday’s efficiency and stack voltage:

$$\eta_{el} = \left( \frac{nC \cdot \Delta H_2}{zF} \right) \frac{\eta_F}{V_{el}} \quad (11)$$

By calculating the constant terms in bracket, the expression (11) becomes:

$$\eta_{el} = 4.4463 \frac{\eta_F}{V_{el}} \quad (12)$$

In our case under study, the energy efficiency is simplified as:

$$\eta_{el} = 4.4463 \frac{1}{V_{el}} \quad (13)$$

From Equation (13), the higher the PEM EL stack voltage, the lower the energy efficiency.

Regarding the hydrogen flow rate (6), for a better understanding, it is generally given in standard liter per minute (slpm). By using the ideal gas law for the standard conditions (i.e., an atmospheric pressure ($P = 101.3 \text{ kPa}$) and a temperature of 288.15 °K ($T = 15 \text{ °C}$)) [36], the molar volume of hydrogen ($V_m$) can be determined:

$$V_m = \frac{V}{n} = \frac{R_G \cdot T}{P} = 0.02365 \text{ m}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1} \quad (14)$$

Hence, the hydrogen flow rate in (slpm) can be deduced:

$$V_{H_2} = V_m \cdot 60 \cdot 1000 \cdot \eta_H \quad (15)$$

$$V_{H_2} = V_m \cdot 60 \cdot 1000 \cdot \frac{\eta_F \cdot nC}{zF} \cdot I_{el} \quad (16)$$

By calculating the constant terms, this final expression is obtained:

$$V_{H_2} = 0.02 I_{el} \quad (17)$$
Then, to better assess the performance of the PEM EL, it has been decided to investigate the specific energy consumption (kWh·kg\(^{-1}\)) \[37\]. First of all, based on the previous results, the hydrogen production rate, \(Q_{H2}\) (m\(^3\)·h\(^{-1}\)) has been determined as follows:

\[
Q_{H2} = V_m \cdot 3600 \cdot \dot{\text{NH}}_2
\]

(18)

\[
Q_{H2} = V_m \cdot 3600 \cdot \eta_F \cdot \frac{\eta_F \cdot \text{DC}}{z \cdot F} \cdot I_{el}
\]

(19)

As a result, by calculating the constant terms, the final expression can be deduced:

\[
Q_{H2} = 1.3236 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot I_{el}
\]

(20)

Given that the volumetric mass density of hydrogen is equal to 0.08988 kg·m\(^{-3}\) for the normal conditions (\(P = 101.3\) kPa and \(T = 0\) °C), the hydrogen production \(Q_{H2}\) (kg·h\(^{-1}\)) is given by the following expression:

\[
Q_{H2} = 1.189 \cdot 10^{-4} \cdot I_{el}
\]

(21)

Hence, the specific energy consumption (kWh·kg\(^{-1}\)) can be deduced:

\[
E_{el} = \frac{P_{el} \cdot t}{1000 \cdot Q_{H2}}
\]

(22)

Finally, the efficiency of the converter (\(\eta_{\text{conv}}\)) has been investigated in order to obtain the total efficiency of the system (\(\eta_s\)) which is defined as:

\[
\eta_s = \eta_{\text{conv}} \cdot \eta_{el}
\]

(23)

The energy efficiencies of the PEM EL, the studied converter and system as well have been determined by performing experimental tests. The efficiency of the converter has been investigated according to the input DC voltage. Indeed, given the PEM EL stack voltage must be kept constant, a change in the DC bus voltage leads up to different duty cycles values. As a result, the energy efficiency of the converter changes according to the duty cycle value. The higher the duty cycle, the lower the energy efficiency of the converter. Since the converter operates at a low duty cycle, a correct efficiency can be ensured whatever the input DC voltage. In DC-DC converters, three types of losses can be found such as inductor losses (including copper and core losses), power switch losses (including conduction and switching losses), and diode losses (including conduction and reverse recovery losses). Since the converter uses interleaving techniques and has two additional inductors (\(L_0/2\) at the output of the converter), both power switch and diode losses can be minimized. Moreover, since the converter operates at low switching frequency (i.e., 10 kHz), the switching losses can be reduced. By comparison, the losses coming from the inductive components (switching and auxiliary inductors) are preponderant since the parasitic resistances are included between 0.5 and 1 Ω. As a result, the copper losses are high.

Furthermore, to better evaluate the performance of the EL from the hydrogen flow rate and specific energy consumption, they have also been determined. All the data are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Performance and operation of the PEM EL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$V_{el}$ (V)</th>
<th>$I_{el}$ (A)</th>
<th>$P_{el}$ (W)</th>
<th>$Q_{H2}$ (slpm)</th>
<th>$E_{el}$ (kWh·kg$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\eta_{s}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>50.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>54.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.42</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>10.64</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, the maximum energy efficiency (i.e., 72%) of the system is reached for a PEM stack voltage equal to 6 V. Indeed, the maximum efficiency of the converter is obtained for a PEM EL voltage equal to 6 V. By choosing this reference value, the hydrogen flow rate and specific energy consumption can be optimized. Compared to a reference value of 8 V, the energy efficiency of the system will be lower (50%), and the hydrogen flow rate and specific energy consumption slightly higher (respectively 0.213 slpm and 69.4 kWh·kg$^{-1}$). By increasing the PEM EL current, the energy efficiency of the converter decreases drastically. For this reason, the lower the current, the higher the energy efficiency. In this work, it has been chosen to guarantee an acceptable energy efficiency of the system.

After defining the PEM EL stack voltage to control, the next subsection is focused on the design of the controller.

3.3. Design of the EL Voltage Control

Based on the operation of the converter [16,17], the large-signal model based on a switch averaging technique is obtained:

$$V_2 = 2Dv_1 - \frac{2LI_2}{T_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

$$I_1 = 2DI_2 + \frac{2LI_2^2}{T_sV_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

Applying the obtained model (24)–(25) with small-signal perturbation technique where the variables $x$ are replaced by the average value ($dc$ part) $X_0$ and perturbation ($ac$ part) $\tilde{x}$, the small-signal model is found:

$$V_2 + \tilde{v}_2 = 2(D_0 + \bar{d}) (V_1 + \bar{v}_1) - \frac{2L(I_2 + \bar{i}_2)}{T_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

$$I_1 + \bar{i}_1 = 2(D_0 + \bar{d}) (I_2 + \bar{i}_2) + \frac{2L(I_2 + \bar{i}_2)^2}{T_s(V_1 + \bar{v}_1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

We define $R_e = \frac{2L}{T_s}$ (by neglecting the parasitic resistance of the switching inductor) then these two Equations become:

$$V_{20} + \tilde{v}_2 = 2V_1 \bar{d} + 2D_0 \bar{v}_1 - R_e (I_2 + \bar{i}_2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

$$I_{10} + \tilde{i}_1 = 2(D_0 + \bar{d}) (I_2 + \bar{i}_2) + \frac{R_e (I_2 + \bar{i}_2)^2}{(V_1 + \bar{v}_1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

By using the first-order approximation for McLaurin series for the last term of (29), it yields:

$$I_{10} + \tilde{i}_1 = 2(D_0 + \bar{d}) (I_2 + \bar{i}_2) + R_e (I_{20} + 2I_{20} \bar{i}_2) \left( \frac{1}{V_{10}} - \frac{\bar{v}_1}{V_{10}^2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)

$$\tilde{i}_1 = 2D_0 \bar{i}_2 + 2I_{20} \bar{d} + R_e (I_{20} + 2I_{20} \bar{i}_2) \left( \frac{1}{V_{10}} - \frac{\bar{v}_1}{V_{10}^2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)
Finally, considering only the ac small-signal part with \( R_{el} = V_{20}/I_{20} \) and \( M = V_{20}/V_{10} \), Equation (31) becomes:
\[
\tilde{v}_1 = 2D_0 \tilde{i}_2 + 2I_2 d + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}} M^2 \tilde{v}_1 + 2 \frac{R_e}{R_{el}} M \tilde{i}_2
\]
\[
\frac{1}{R_{in}} \frac{d}{dt}\tilde{i}_2
\]
(32)

The ac small-signal part of (28) can be found as:
\[
\tilde{v}_2 = 2V_1 \tilde{d} + 2D_0 \tilde{v}_1 - R_{el} \tilde{i}_2
\]
(33)

Using the obtained Equations (31) and (33), one can draw a small-signal model in Figure 4 where the output of the model is connected to the LC filter \((L_0, C_0)\) loaded by the PEM EL resistance \( R_{el} \), defined in Section 2. The parasitic resistance of the inductor can be added into \( R_e \), as given in Equation (1).

![Figure 4. signal model of the proposed converter.](image)

To find a small signal transfer function \( \frac{\tilde{v}_{el}}{\tilde{d}} \), the following Equations can be expressed using Figure 4:

\[
\tilde{v}_{el} = \tilde{v}_1 + 2V_1 \tilde{d} - R_{el} \tilde{i}_2 - L_0 \frac{d \tilde{i}_2}{dt}
\]
(34)

\[
\tilde{i}_2 = C_0 \frac{d \tilde{v}_{el}}{dt} + \frac{\tilde{v}_{el}}{R_{el}}
\]
(35)

\[
\tilde{i}_2 = C_0 \frac{d \tilde{v}_{el}}{dt} + \frac{\tilde{v}_{el}}{R_{el}}
\]
(36)

\[
\tilde{v}_{el} = \tilde{v}_1 + 2V_1 \tilde{d} - \tilde{v}_{el}(sR_eC_0 + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}} + sL_0(sC_0 + \frac{1}{R_{el}}))
\]
(37)

\[
\tilde{v}_{el}(1 + (sR_eC_0 + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}} + sL_0(sC_0 + \frac{1}{R_{el}}))) = \tilde{v}_1 + 2V_1 \tilde{d}
\]
(38)

Suppose that \( \tilde{v}_1 = 0 \); and \( V_1 = V_{dc} \), it yields:

\[
\frac{\tilde{v}_{el}}{\tilde{d}} = \frac{2V_{dc}}{1 + (sR_eC_0 + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}} + sL_0(sC_0 + \frac{1}{R_{el}}))}
\]
(39)

It can be arranged in the following form:

\[
\frac{\tilde{v}_{el}}{\tilde{d}} = \frac{2V_{dc}}{s^2 L_0 C_0 + s(R_e C_0 + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}}) + 1 + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}}}
\]
(40)

and

\[
\frac{\tilde{v}_{el}}{\tilde{d}} = \frac{2V_{dc}}{s^2 L_0 C_0 + s(R_e C_0 + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}}) + 1 + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}}}
\]
(41)
Finally, the EL voltage to duty cycle small signal transfer function has been obtained:

\[
G_{v_{\text{el}},D}(j\omega) = \frac{\bar{V}_{\text{el}}}{D} = \frac{\frac{2V_{dc}R_{el}}{R_e+R_{el}}}{s^2\left(\frac{R_{el}C_0}{R_e+R_{el}}\right) + s\left(\frac{R_{el}R_eC_0+L_0}{R_e+R_{el}}\right) + 1}
\] (42)

This transfer function can be put in its standard form of a second order system:

\[
\frac{\bar{V}_{\text{el}}}{D} = \frac{K_v}{s^2\omega_0^2 + Q'_s\omega_0' + 1}
\] (43)

where:

\[
K_v = \frac{2V_{dc}R_{el}}{R_e+R_{el}}
\] (44)

\[
\omega_0' = \omega_0\sqrt{1 + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}}}
\] (45)

\[
Q' = Q \sqrt{\frac{1 + \frac{R_e}{R_{el}}}{1 + R_{el}R_e\frac{C_0}{L_0}}}
\] (46)

\[
\omega_0 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_0C_0}}
\] (47)

\[
Q = R_{el}\sqrt{\frac{C_0}{L_0}}
\] (48)

The principle of the control system is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. system of the converter connected with a PEM EL.](image)

The Bode diagram of the system for four different operation conditions (i.e., DC bus voltage change) is shown in Figure 6 and has been plotted based on the system specification provided in Table 3. In Figure 6, only the magnitudes change according to the DC bus voltage and not the phase since the denominator of the transfer function (42) does not depend on the DC bus voltage.
The principle of the control system is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6. diagram of the uncompensated system according to the input DC voltage $V_{dc}$.

**Table 3. System specifications.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{dc}$ (Input voltage)</td>
<td>75–150 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{1,2,3,4}$ (phase inductors)</td>
<td>200 µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_0$ (auxiliary inductor)</td>
<td>1.1 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{1,2}$ (input capacitors)</td>
<td>4.9 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_0$ (output capacitor)</td>
<td>3.3 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$ (parasitic resistance of $L$)</td>
<td>0.7 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_e$</td>
<td>4.7 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{el} = \frac{V_{el} R_{in}}{V_{in}-V_{el}}$ (equivalent load) [20]</td>
<td>1.63 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{el}$ (EL voltage)</td>
<td>6 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>10 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A summary of the harmonic response according to the DC bus voltage is provided in Table 4.

**Table 4. Summary of the harmonic response according to the DC bus voltage.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$V_{DC}$ (V)</th>
<th>Phase margin, PM (°)</th>
<th>Cutoff frequency (rad·s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>DC gain (dB)</th>
<th>Pole ($\times 1000$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>5770</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>$-4.2042$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>6850</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>$-4.2042$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>7780</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>$-4.2042$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>8620</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>$-4.2042$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By analyzing the Bode diagram in Figure 6 and Table 4, it can be noticed that the uncompensated system has a poor phase margin ($27^\circ < \text{PM} < 39^\circ$) for a maximum cutoff frequency of 8620 rad/s and can result in voltage ringing and overshoot. Hence, it may damage the EL. By comparison, the gain margin is infinite and it means that the system will never begin to be unstable. Generally, to ensure the stability of the system, the gain margin must be as high as possible.
Moreover, the cutoff frequency has to be quite high (to ensure an acceptable bandwidth). As a result, it allows enhancing the system transient response. In this case, the minimum cutoff frequency (i.e., 5770 rad·s\(^{-1}\)) is quite high to ensure a good system transient response.

Finally, as reported in Table 4, the current steady-state gains of the dynamic system lead up to steady-state errors. Since the PEM EL stack voltage reference needs to be tracked (i.e., \(V_{el} = 6\) V) whatever the DC bus voltage change, an integral action is needed for set-point tracking. However, the addition of integral action in the dynamical process modifies the cutoff frequency and consequently the bandwidth. Hence, it makes slower the system transient response.

To enhance the performance of the converter in protecting the PEM EL during transient operations while guaranteeing a correct specific energy consumption and energy efficiency (i.e., set-point tracking), a suitable controller is needed to compensate for the low phase margin of the uncompensated system.

In this work, it has been chosen to design a PI controller according to the phase margin and cutoff frequency \(38\). Since the crossover frequency in the worst case (i.e., \(V_{DC} = 150\) V) is quite high to ensure a good transient response, the phase margin requirement \(\phi\) at a given crossover frequency \(\omega_{co}\) is used. From the Bode plot of the transfer function (42) provided in Figure 6, the gain, \(m = \left| \frac{G_{v_0,d}(j\omega)}{\omega = \omega_{co,0}} \right|\) and the phase \(\phi = \angle G_{v_0,d}(j\omega_{co})\) at the desired crossover frequency \(\omega_{co}\) has been assessed. Afterward, according to the phase margin assignment control techniques, the coefficients \(K_p\) and \(K_i\) of the PI controller can be determined by using the following expressions:

\[
K_P \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{1}{\omega_{co} T_I}\right)^2} = \frac{1}{m} \tag{49}
\]

\[
\tan^{-1} (\omega_{co} T_I) = \theta + \frac{\pi}{2} \tag{50}
\]

where:

\[
\theta = (-180^\circ + m_\phi - \phi) \frac{\pi}{180^\circ} \tag{51}
\]

\(\theta\) is the phase that the PI controller has to give.

To meet the requirements on the phase margins (a PM higher than 45\(^\circ\)), and adopting the dynamic model in the Bode diagram, the parameters of the PI controller have been determined. The PI transfer function is provided by the following expression:

\[
G_{PI}(s) = K_i \cdot \frac{T_I s + 1}{s} \tag{52}
\]

\[
T_I = \frac{K_i}{K_P} \tag{53}
\]

The PI coefficients have been tuned to obtain an overdamped response in a correct time domain to preserve the PEM EL from dangerous overshoots. Figure 7 shows the Bode diagram of the PI controller and the compensated system including the PI controller. As it can be observed, the PI controller has allowed modifying slightly the cutoff frequency, meeting the required phase margin at the desired crossover frequency. Indeed, in the worst case, the phase margin is equal to 52\(^\circ\); whereas for the lower DC bus voltage (i.e., \(V_{DC} = 75\) V), the phase margin is quite high, around 60\(^\circ\), keeping good bandwidth.
\( \omega_0 \) has been assessed. Afterward, according to the phase margin assignment control techniques, the coefficients \( K_p \) and \( K_i \) of the PI controller can be determined by using the following expressions:

\[
K_{\text{d}} = 1 + \left( \frac{1}{\omega_0 T}\right)^2 = m
\]

(49)

\[
\tan^{-1}(\frac{\omega_0 T_0}{\omega}) = \theta + \frac{\pi}{2}
\]

(50)

where:

\[
\theta = \left[ -180^\circ + \frac{\phi}{180^\circ} \right]\pi
\]

(51)

\( \theta \) is the phase that the PI controller has to give.

To meet the requirements on the phase margins (a PM higher than 45°), and adopting the dynamic model in the Bode diagram, the parameters of the PI controller have been determined. The PI transfer function is provided by the following expression:

\[
G(s) = \frac{K}{s + T}\]

(52)

\( T = \frac{K}{K_{\text{d}}} \)

(53)

The PI coefficients have been tuned to obtain an overdamped response in a correct time domain to preserve the PEM EL from dangerous overshoots. Figure 7 shows the Bode diagram of the PI controller and the compensated system including the PI controller. As it can be observed, the PI controller has allowed modifying slightly the cutoff frequency, meeting the required phase margin at the desired crossover frequency. Indeed, in the worst case, the phase margin is equal to 52°; whereas for the lower DC bus voltage (i.e., \( V_{\text{DC}} = 75 \text{ V} \)), the phase margin is quite high, around 60°, keeping good bandwidth.

As a result, the PEM EL voltage ringing and overshoot can be avoided to protect the EL, which is crucial to optimizing its lifespan [39,40].

4. Presentation of the Experimental Setup and Results

4.1. Realization of the Experimental Setup

To validate the developed PI controller and the effectiveness of the converter from the voltage conversion gain and current ripples point of view, an experimental setup has been realized. The setup is given in Figure 8. It includes a laptop allowing controlling the DC power supply through a virtual control panel (1), a programmable DC power supply XR600 from MAGNA-POWER Company (Flemington, NJ, USA) (2), the PEM EL emulator (3), the developed three-level interleaved buck converter (4), a 4-channel oscilloscope (5), a voltage sensor (6), a microcontroller-based on a dsPIC33EP64GS502 (Microchip Technology Inc., Chandler, AZ, USA) (7), and driver boards (8). MOSFET power switches of the converter are controlled by four driver boards. The PEM EL emulator has been designed and realized through an equivalent electrical scheme as provided in Figure 2 [20]. Compared to a previous research work proposing a PEM EL emulator [41], the developed emulator allows reproducing the dynamic operation of the EL as a result of step supply current. The PI controller combined with an anti-windup action (to reset the controller to avoid its saturation) of the converter has been implemented into a microcontroller from MPLAB environment. During experimental tests, the two input DC capacitors voltages (i.e., \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \)) are acquired by two high-voltage probes P5200A from TEKTRONIX Company (Beaverton, OR, USA); while the currents (i.e., first phase current of the converter and EL current) are acquired by two current clamps 1146B from KEYSIGHT Company (Santa Rosa, CA, USA).
4.2. Obtained Results

To assess the effectiveness of the PI controller associated with an anti-windup action during transient states, two tests have been carried out under dynamic solicitations. The first dynamic consists of modifying the DC bus voltage from 75 V to 150 V; whereas the second dynamic test includes a first transient from 150 V to 100 V, and then from 100 V to 150 V. The obtained results are given in Figures 9 and 10.

4.1. Realization of the Experimental Setup

Figure 8. experimental test bench.

Figure 9. test from $V_{dc} = 75$ V to $V_{dc} = 150$ V: channel 1: DC bus voltage ($V_{dc}$), channel 2: PEM EL voltage ($V_{el}$), channel 3: PEM EL current ($I_{el}$), channel 4: first phase current ($I_{L1}$).
First of all, based on the results, it can be observed that the developed PI controller with the anti-windup action offers good dynamic performance from transient response and overshoot point of view. Indeed, as a result of DC bus voltage changes (both operating cases), the system allows for reaching its steady-state value in less than 0.2s.

For the critical operating case, as given in Figure 9, the measured PEM EL voltage overshoot is equal to 3 V; whereas the overshoots for the PEM EL and phase converter currents are respectively equal to 7 A and 3 A. The PEM EL current overshoot is quite high because only one voltage single-loop control is used. To minimize this overshoot, a current loop must be added to the current control. However, since the PEM EL operates at a voltage lower than the rated voltage (i.e., 8 V), this current overshoot has no impact on the PEM EL reliability [39,40]. By comparison, for the second dynamic test (Figure 10), the PEM EL voltage overshoot is equal to 1 V; whereas the overshoots for the PEM EL and phase converter currents are respectively equal to 4 A and 2 A. These overshoots are lower compared to the first dynamic test due to the low DC bus voltage step (i.e., 50 V instead of 75 V). In brief, the PEM EL is protected against overvoltage, particularly during transient operation; consequently guaranteeing its reliability.

Then, additional dynamic tests have been carried out to analyze the input capacitors balance ($C_1$ and $C_2$) during transients operation. Indeed, as reported in reference [42], in DC-DC converters including several capacitors at the input or the output, the capacitors must be balanced to avoid additional stress on power electronics devices. These additional stresses may lead to failures and energy efficiency decrease. In this case, the capacitors voltage balancing must be ensured. Based on Figure 11, as a result of a DC bus voltage step, the two input capacitor voltages do not suffer from balancing issues. Hence, the reliability of the power electronics devices can be ensured and the benefits of the interleaved three-level buck converter as well.
play a key role in guaranteeing the reliability of the converter and optimizing EL lifespan. Indeed, voltage and current ripples lead to additional losses; while degrading the performance of the EL. For this reason, power conditioning systems must supply ELs with low voltage and current ripples. As it can be observed in Figure 12, during steady-state operation (i.e., $V_{DC} = 100$ V), the PEM EL current and voltage ripples are close to zero; ensuring consequently the reliability of the PEM EL. Since the PEM EL can be modeled with an equivalent capacitor (around 37 F), the PEM current ripples can be filtered through it and consequently, the voltage ripples are cancelled.

Finally, results are reported in Figure 12 to assess the PEM EL current and voltage ripples by using AC coupling function. As emphasized in previous works [39,40], power conditioning systems play a key role in guaranteeing the reliability of the converter and optimizing EL lifespan. Indeed, voltage and current ripples lead to additional losses; while degrading the performance of the EL. For this reason, power conditioning systems must supply ELs with low voltage and current ripples. As it can be observed in Figure 12, during steady-state operation (i.e., $V_{DC} = 100$ V), the PEM EL current and voltage ripples are close to zero; ensuring consequently the reliability of the PEM EL. Since the PEM EL can be modeled with an equivalent capacitor (around 37 F), the PEM current ripples can be filtered through it and consequently, the voltage ripples are cancelled.

5. Conclusions

In this article, a three-level interleaved DC-DC buck converter and its control have been developed for a proton exchange membrane electrolyzer. It has been decided to control the electrolyzer voltage to guarantee a correct system energy efficiency and hydrogen production rate. Besides, a thorough investigation of the energy efficiency of the system has allowed determining the PEM EL voltage.
Then, to reach expectations in terms of settling time and transient response, a PI controller has been designed. To assess the features of the converter and the performance of the control, a suitable experimental test bench has been realized. Obtained results have validated the effectiveness of the control to protect the electrolyzer against overvoltage, particularly during transient operation. Moreover, the input capacitor balancing is ensured as a result of dynamic operations. The measured electrolyzer current and voltages ripples are quite low and result in ensuring a good reliability of the electrolyzer.

This work will be extended to take into account the dynamic model of the electrolyzer in designing the controller. Besides, to optimize the efficiency of the system, improvements will be brought to the studied DC-DC converter by interfacing the DC bus and the electrolyzer.
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